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Overview 
 

Purpose 
The School District of University City’s Educator Growth Process is aligned philosophically and 
structurally to the Theory of Action and Seven Essential Principles that are the foundation of 
the state’s model Educator Evaluation System. The Growth Process is focused on increasing 
meaningful strength based feedback. This manual draws liberally from the Missouri 
Department of Education’s model, though some modifications have been made to meet local 
processes and procedures. 

 

Missouri Essential Principles of Effective Education Evaluation 
Contemporary research suggests seven essential principles when creating an effective 
evaluation system. These are the foundation on which Missouri’s Educator Evaluation System 
have been created. 

 
The System: 

1.   Establishes clear expectations of practice based on the research of national standards and 

aligned to legislation (Missouri Senate bill 291) directing districts to set teaching 
standards 

2.   Measures practice across differentiated levels from pre-service on through four levels at 
the practitioner level 

3.   Highlights the probationary period as a time of intensive support 

4.   Includes student performance measures to ensure the impact of student learning 

5.   Identifies feedback as a critical component for improving effective practice 

6.   Acknowledges evaluator training as a highly significant factor for reliably when 
evaluating practice 

7.   Maintains that evaluation results drive employment decisions and policy 
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Missouri Educator Evaluation Philosophy 
Missouri’s Educator Evaluation System was created and refined by hundreds of educators 
across the state and is founded on the following beliefs: 

● The evaluation process exists primarily for the improvement of effective instructional 
practice in order to increase student growth and improve practice 

● Evaluation processes are formative in nature and lead to continuous improvement 
● Evaluation tools are aligned to standards that reflect excellence, build a culture of 

informing practice and promote learning 
● Evaluations should be based on multiple measurements 
● Education Evaluation Systems are fair and ethical 

 

Guiding Statements 
The following statements guide the developmental growth of teachers in a collaborative 
process of reflection: 

 
1. The Teacher Evaluation process addresses professional growth and teacher evaluation. 

Professional growth supports the teacher in improving practice on an ongoing basis 
while the teacher evaluation serves organizational decision-making needs. 

2. Meeting Expectation and/or Showing Growth is the practice standard expected of 
teachers. It is important to remember the Meeting Expectation and/or Showing Growth 
rating is the expected level of practice for The School District of University City teachers, 
and it is an excellent rating. Individuals who are working below the Meeting Expectation 
and/or Showing Growth level on any criterion/descriptor as determined by his/her 
administrator/supervisor should give immediate attention to improving practice to the 
proficient level. 

3. Administrative comments are required on the Summative Evaluation under Overall 
Evaluation Comments. 

4. Evaluation criteria/descriptors address both students and teachers. These 
criteria/descriptors have been established to reflect professional standards, current 
research, student performance and assessment. The central purpose in developing an 
evaluation system is to promote student success. 

5. The process of teacher evaluation and professional growth provides opportunities for 
reflection, collaboration and professional contributions to the learning community. 

6. An effective mentoring program with adequate funding and training is essential for the 
support and feedback for first and second year teachers and for experienced teachers 
new to the school community. 

7. Reliable evaluators are essential to the evaluation process. Evaluators will be provided 
the necessary training to analyze effective teaching, engage in reflective conversations, 
manage documentation and facilitate teacher professional growth. 

8. The evaluation system should connect the Missouri School Improvement Plan (MSIP) 
Standards and the District Strategic Plan. 
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9. Sufficient orientation will be provided to train teachers in the district’s evaluation and 
professional growth process. 

10. All teachers will develop a Professional Growth Plan (PGP). The Professional Growth 
Plan can be developed individually or with the assistance of a colleague, mentor or 
administrator. This plan should include specific criteria from the teacher evaluation 
process that will be assessed during the year. 

11. As teachers develop the Professional Growth Plan, close attention must be paid to the 
requirements for teacher certification through the Missouri Department of Elementary 
and Secondary Education. 

 

 

Teaching Standards and Indicators 
The School District of University City Teacher Standards convey the expectations of practice for 
professional teachers in the District. The standards are based on teaching theory indicating that 
effective teachers are caring, reflective practitioners and life-long learners who continuously 
acquire new knowledge and skills and are constantly seeking to improve their teaching practice 
to provide high academic achievement for all students. Thus these standards recognize that 
teachers continuously develop knowledge and skills. Therefore The School District of University 
City Teacher Standards employ a developmental sequence to define a professional continuum 
that illustrates how a teacher’s knowledge and skills mature and strengthen throughout the 
career. Teaching professionals are expected to supply good professional judgment and to use 
these standards to inform and improve their own practice. 

 
The italicized standards and quality indicators are identified as having the greatest leverage and 
potential impact in terms of teaching practices leading to high levels of learning. This 
determination was based on correlation of Missouri indicators to the research of Dr. John Hattie 
and Dr. Robert Marzano as well as frequency of selection by participation in the Missouri 
Educator Evaluation System Pilot Project. 

 
Standard #1 Content knowledge aligned with appropriate instruction 

The teacher understands the central concepts, structures and tools of inquiry of the 
discipline(s) and creates learning experiences that make these aspects of subject matter 
meaningful and engaging for all students. 
Quality Indicator 1.1: Content knowledge and academic language 
Quality Indicator 1.2: Student engagement in subject matter 
Quality Indicator 1.3: Disciplinary research and inquiry methodologies 
Quality Indicator 1.4: Interdisciplinary instruction 
Quality Indicator 1.5: Diverse social and cultural perspectives 
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Standard #2 Student Learning, Growth and Development 
The teacher understands how students learn, develop and differ in their approaches to 
learning. The teacher provides learning opportunities that are adapted to diverse learners and 
support the intellectual, social and personal development of all students. 

Quality Indicator 2.1: Cognitive, social, emotional and physical development 
Quality Indicator 2.2: Student goals 
Quality Indicator 2.3: Theory of learning 
Quality Indicator 2.4: Differentiated lesson design 
Quality Indicator 2.5: Prior experiences, multiple intelligences, strengths and needs 
Quality Indicator 2.6: Language, culture, family and knowledge of community value 
Standard #3 Curriculum Implementation 
The teacher recognizes the importance of long-range planning and curriculum development. 
The teacher develops, implements and evaluates curriculum based upon student, district and 
state standards data. 
Quality Indicator 3.1: Implementation of curriculum standards 
Quality Indicator 3.2: Lessons for diverse learners 
Quality Indicator 3.3: Instructional goals and differentiated instructional strategies 
Standard #4 Critical Thinking 
The teacher uses a variety of instructional strategies and resources to encourage students’ 
critical thinking, problem solving and performance skills. 
Quality Indicator 4.1: Instructional strategies leading to student engagement in problem-solving 
and critical thinking 
Quality Indicator 4.2: Appropriate use of instructional resources to enhance student learning 
Quality Indicator 4.3: Cooperative, small group and independent learning 
Standard #5 Positive Classroom Environment 
The teacher uses an understanding of individual/group motivation and behavior to create a 
learning environment that encourages active engagement in learning, positive social interaction 
and self-motivation. 
Quality Indicator 5.1: Classroom management techniques 
Quality Indicator 5.2: Management of time, space, transitions and activities 
Quality Indicator 5.3: Classroom, school and community culture 
Standard #6 Effective Communication 
The teacher models effective verbal, nonverbal and media communication techniques with 
students, colleagues and families to foster active inquiry, collaboration and supportive 
interaction in the classroom. 
Quality Indicator 6.1: Verbal and nonverbal communication 
Quality Indicator 6.2: Sensitivity to culture, gender, intellectual and physical differences 
Quality Indicator 6.3: Learner expression in speaking, writing and other media 
Quality Indicator 6.4: Technology and media communication tools 
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Standard #7 Student Assessment and Data Analysis 
The teacher understands and uses formative and summative assessment strategies to assess 
the learners progress and uses both classroom and standardized assessment data to plan 
ongoing instruction. The teacher monitors the performance of each student, and devises 
instruction to enable students to grow and develop, making adequate academic progress. 
Quality Indicator 7.1: Effective use of assessments 
Quality Indicator 7.2: Assessment data to improve learning 
Quality Indicator 7.3: Student-led assessment strategies 
Quality Indicator 7.4: Effect of instruction on individual/class learning 
Quality Indicator 7.5: Communication of student progress and maintaining records 
Quality Indicator 7.6: Collaborative data analysis 
Standard #8 Professionalism 
The teacher is a reflective practitioner who continually assesses the effects of choices and 
actions on others. The teacher actively seeks out opportunities to grow professionally in order 
to improve learning for all students 
Quality Indicator 8.1: Self-assessment and improvement 
Quality Indicator 8.2: Professional learning 
Quality Indicator 8.3: Professional rights, responsibilities and ethical practices 
Standard #9 Professional Collaboration 
The teacher has effective working relationships with students, parents, school colleagues, and 
community members. 
Quality Indicator 9.1: Induction and collegial activities 
Quality Indicator 9.2: Collaborating to meet student needs 
Quality Indicator 9.3: Cooperative partnerships in support of student learning 

 

Educator Growth Responsibilities 
The Teacher Will: 

● Work in partnership with the administrator to create, implement and review a 
Professional Growth Plan including: 
✓ Develop Action Steps which support the Professional Growth Plan based on the 

selected Indicator(s). 

✓ Additional Indicators may be selected at the discretion of the teacher or 
administrator. 

● Provide data and artifacts requested by administrator demonstrating growth in related 
practice Standards and Quality Indicators. 
✓ If Quality Indicator is not observed in the classroom, teacher may offer data and 

artifacts to support growth to administrator. 
● Complete appropriate forms associated with evaluation process. 

 
The Administrator Will: 

● Fully participate in training opportunities to enhance the ability to observe teachers and 
give meaningful feedback. Training will allow all University City administrators to 
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calibrate observations so that feedback is consistent and based on evidence and 
research regarding effective instruction. 

● Complete Observation Forms and provide on-going Meaningful Feedback based on 
classroom observations and information interactions. 

● Work in partnership with the educator to create, implement and review a Professional 
Growth Plan and select Quality Indicator. 
✓ Review data and artifacts offered by teacher demonstrating growth in related 

practice Standards and Quality Indicators. If quality indicator is not observed in 
the classroom, teacher may offer data and artifacts to support growth to 
administrator. 

● Complete the Summative Evaluation Form and conference by assigned deadline. 

 Collaborate with colleagues to evaluate teachers serving multiple buildings.   
 Ensure the responsibility of compiling the summative data is fairly rotated 

amongst all building leaders for each building being served. 
 Building leaders will share information with each other through the TalentEd 

Perform system regarding the teacher’s performance.  This information will be 
used to compile the Summative. 

 
The District Will: 

● Provide on-going training for skillful observations, meaningful feedback, growth plan 
development and summative evaluation process. 

● Support administrators in their on-going growth and development in helping support 
teachers and improve teaching quality, student growth and building instructional 
climate and culture. 

● Offer support regarding consistent procedures across the district. 
 

Evaluation Components 
 
 
 
 

Probationary Teachers 
Years 1-5 

Tenure Teachers 

4 Year Cycle 
 
 
 
 

 
5-6 (minimum) Touchpoints per Year 
2-3 Observation Feedback Forms 

3 Additional Touchpoints 

 

 

 
Teacher Evaluation 

Report by March 15 

Teacher Evaluation 
Report by May 1

st
 at 

end of 4-Year Cycle 
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Evaluation Cycle 
Probationary Teacher Years 1-3—Evaluation Timeline (by the date indicated) 
October 1                Unscheduled Observation and Professional Growth Plan 
October 31                   1 Touchpoint 
November 30               Scheduled Observation and HR/Superintendent Teacher Quality Meetings 
December 15               1 Touchpoint 
February 15                  Unscheduled Observation 
March 15                      1 Touchpoint and Summative 

 
Probationary Teacher Years 4-5—Evaluation Timeline (by the date indicated) 
October 1                     Professional Growth Plan 
October 31                   Scheduled/Unscheduled Observation* 
November 30               1  Touchpoint and HR/Superintendent Teacher Quality Meetings 
February 15 Scheduled/Unscheduled Observation* 
March 15 1 Touchpoint and Summative 
May 15                          1 Touchpoint 

 
*To be determined by the Principal in conjunction with the teacher. 

 
 
 

 
Tenured Teacher—Evaluation Timeline (by the date indicated) 
Year 1 
October 1                     Professional Growth Plan 

 
Year 2 
October 1                     Professional Growth Plan 

 
Year 3 
October 1                     Professional Growth Plan 

 
Year 4 
October 1                     Professional Growth Plan 
November 30               1 Touchpoint and HR Teacher Quality Meetings 
March 15                      2 Touchpoint 
April 15                         Unscheduled Observation 
May 1                            Summative 
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Professional Growth Plan 
A Professional Growth Plan is completed each year of employment. Quality Indicator(s) for 
Growth Plan are selected based on district direction, teacher and administrator input, and/or 
should be developed through a collaborative and professional conversation. 

 
The identified indicators provide a focus area for ongoing learning and growth. These 
determine the focus and rationale for improving effective practice and are based on what is 
needed most to improve student learning. Consideration should be given to the power 
indicators. Research has shown they have the greatest impact on student achievement. 

 
The Professional Growth Plan should: 

● Correspond to the Possible Sources of Evidence provided in the Growth Guides (see 
below for example). 

● Clearly address specific sources of new learning. 
● Be focused on results and outcomes. 
● Indicate timelines for completion. 

 
Other indicators may be identified at any time based on issues and needs that arise. In some 
instances where particular growth or change in practice must be addressed, a Teacher 
Professional Improvement Plan may be instituted. 

 
Administrators will meet with teachers throughout the school year to review archives and 
documented evidence about the progress of teacher growth. 

 
When considering different strategies to address growth opportunities, the state model offers 
several different sources of research including the work of Dr. Robert Marzano, Dr. John Hattie, 
Mike Rutherford and Mr. Doug Lemov. These bodies of research were included because of the 
effect size information provided and their proven record of having impact on student learning. 

 
This research offers specific strategies that can be included in the Teacher Growth Plan as a 
demonstration of progression on the specific indicator being addressed and are identified in the 
Growth Guides and Possible Sources of Evidence documents. Each Quality Indicator for 
teachers is articulated across a Growth Guide and evidenced by data sources from the three 
professional frames. This provides a valid assessment of status and clear direction for growth. 
There is also a single page document provided for each quality indicator. These documents 
provide a list of “possible” sources of evidence that a teacher might include as a component of 
the Teacher Growth Plan. 

 
It is important to note that this is not a comprehensive list of all evidence sources nor is it a 
checklist of things to do and/or provide. It simply offers some possible examples that might be 
included. 
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The Growth Guides and Possible Sources of Evidence for all 9 Standards and 34 Quality 
Indicators can be found on online at: http://dese.mo.gov/sites/default/files/02- 
GrowthGuide.pdf 

 

 
 

Touchpoints 
Evidence shows us that on-going, meaningful and specific feedback to teachers provides a 
greater opportunity for teachers to improve their practice. When feedback is based on the 
teachers’ strengths, the likelihood is that teachers will grow faster and more significantly than if 
teachers are constantly being shown their deficiencies. On-going, meaningful and specific 
feedback based on talents, also builds confidence in teachers. Confidence and trust between 
teachers and administrators supports an instructional culture where teaching quality and 
student achievement is valued. 

 
In addition to meaningful feedback, administrators should be sure that feedback is based on 
research-based teaching strategies that are shown to improve student growth. Training and 
calibration among administrators is critical to teacher growth in a school district. When the 
process of evaluation and feedback is logical and safe, the teachers are more likely to talk about 
their successes, repeat what’s working and seek more and better strategies for student 
achievement. On-going training resulting in constant meaningful feedback to teachers pays 
huge dividends when it comes to the instructional climate and overall culture in a school. 

 
Administrators and teachers in the School District of University City will be engaged in on-going 
training in calibrating feedback. They will be engaged in meaningful practice sessions about 
what to look for in classrooms and how to effectively provide meaningful feedback to teachers. 
These sessions will provide consistency and relevance to the evaluation process, which is 
focused on teaching quality and student growth. 

 
Observations 
As building leaders are trained in the formal observation process (DESE Model), they will in 
turn, train their teachers in the process so that teachers learn expectations during the 
observation process. At the same time, administrators and teachers will learn other valuable 
tools in providing meaningful feedback. As outlined in the Evaluation Cycle, teachers will 
receive a certain number of formal observations each year to provide feedback on Level of 
Engagement and Depth of Knowledge, two critical components of effective instruction. The 
number of observations required is a minimum number and there may be opportunities for 
administrators to conduct more formal observations. 

 
Feedback 
Feedback Touchpoints are opportunities for administrators to provide positive feedback on the 
teacher’s strengths and talents, through 30 Second Feedback, 5 Minute Feedback or other brief 
exchanges that follow observations. The purpose of the feedback touchpoints is to increase the 

http://dese.mo.gov/sites/default/files/02-GrowthGuide.pdf
http://dese.mo.gov/sites/default/files/02-GrowthGuide.pdf
http://dese.mo.gov/sites/default/files/02-GrowthGuide.pdf
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dialogue and conversation between administrators and teachers, and teachers and teachers 
about “what works” in the classroom. Administrators will focus on “cause and effect” and on 
teacher strengths. All administrators and some teachers (as many as possible) will be engaged 
in imbedded professional development called Skillful Observation and Coaching Lab. 
Administrators will keep track of feedback given to teachers. 

 

Summative 
The Summative Evaluation is used as yearly tool to document teacher progress on the nine 
teacher standards. The summative evaluation is completely on a yearly basis for probationary 
teachers and tri-annual for tenured teachers. If a teacher is marked “Not Meeting Expectation 
and/or is Not Showing Adequate Growth” or is demonstrating such performance during the 
year, a Professional Improvement Plan will be implemented to provide more intense support 
for the teacher. 

 
The Summative Evaluation is comprised of three sections, the nine teacher standards, evidence 
of teacher growth and a final rubric. Beginning in the 2018-2019 school year, the Summative 
Evaluation will also include student growth measures as required by Department of Elementary 
and Secondary Education. 
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Appendix 
 

Common Definitions 
● Baseline Score 

Baseline Scores serve as a starting point on the Professional Growth Plan by establishing a 
current level of practice using the Growth Guide. 

● Feedback Touchpoints 
Feedback Touchpoints are snippets of meaningful and specific feedback meant to provide 
teachers with “cause and effect” evidence of occurrences in the classroom. These are based on 
observations that can be brief or long. 

● Follow-Up Score 
A follow-up rating provides indication of the amount of growth that occurred in selected Quality 
Indicator(s) on the Professional Growth Plan. 

● HR Teacher Quality Meetings 
The HR Teacher Quality Meeting is an administrator meeting with Human Resources to discuss 
teachers of concern and to determine a path forward. 

● Observation Form 
The Formal Observation Form is used throughout the school year to provide deeper feedback on 
Level of Engagement, Depth of Knowledge and other aspects of teaching and learning. The formal 
observation form will be based on an observation of at least 15 minutes. Guidelines for formal 
observations are set as a minimum and administrators may use formal observations 
more often if it is helpful to support the teacher. 

● Overall Teacher Effectiveness Score 
The Overall Teacher Effectiveness Score is based on teacher growth in the Professional Growth 
Plan and is submitted on the Summative Evaluation. 

● Professional Improvement Plan 
The Professional Improvement Plan is implemented when a particular growth area needs 
intense support. It can be initiated at any time during the school year and must be implemented 
following any “Not Met” marking on the Summative Evaluation. 

● Professional Growth Plan 
A Professional Growth Plan is based on a yearly selection of a quality indicator(s) on which to 
focus. The teacher is responsible for completing the growth plan with the help of the 
administrator. Meetings will occur throughout the school year to review the evidence and 
assess progress on the growth plan. 

● Student Growth Measure 
The District will be engaged in a plan to factor in the attainment scores on student growth 
measures on the summative evaluation. This is critical for compliance of DESE requirements. 
Conversations for this process will begin during the 2017-2018 school year with implementation 
the following year. 

● Summative Evaluation 
The Summative Evaluation is completely annually for probationary teachers and tri-annually for 
tenure teachers. It provides accountability to the nine teacher standards, teacher growth plan 
and in 2018-2019, student growth. 
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Observation Reference Sheet 
 

Strategies and Delivery Methods 
Indicate which strategies and delivery methods are most prevalent in this lesson. It is not 
necessary to select all that were evident, just the prevailing ones. 

Advanced/Graphic Organizers: 
● Advanced – An instructional unit that is used before direct instruction or before a new 

topic; allows the learner to recall and transfer prior knowledge to the new information 
being presented in the lesson 

● Graphic – a visual communication tool using symbols to convey meaning, express ideas, 
or depict relationships between facts, terms, and/or ideas within a learning task 

o May be referred to as knowledge maps, concept maps, story maps, cognitive 
organizers, or concept diagrams 

Class Discussion: Dialogue among students and teacher 
● Open-ended questions are used and students are encouraged to ask questions of each 

other 

Cooperative Learning: Students with assigned roles working together as partners or in 
structured small teams on clearly defined learning tasks 

● Students may be responsible for each other’s learning and are held individually 
accountable for the group’s success. Examples include: think-pair-share, round robin, 
jigsaw, inside/outside circle, etc. 

Group Work: Students working together in partners or small groups 
● Groups of students sitting together doing their own work who are free to talk with each 

other as they work 
● Groups of students completing a project together without clear identification of roles 

Guided Practice: Teacher-led short activities with students attempting the task at hand 
● The teacher must closely monitor what the students are doing to see that the 

instruction has “taken.” Mistakes need to be corrected if seen by the teacher 

Hands-On/Active Learning: Instructional activities that include both content and process 
promoting student discussion 

Independent Student Work: 
● Individual work – worksheets, activities, or textbook reading assigned for individual 

practice or study 
● Distance Learning: Usually involves a situation in which the teacher and students are 

separated by time, location, or both 
o It can be used to supplement or enhance curriculum and assessment through 

real-time electronic field trips or videoconferencing, to deliver and/or receive 
courses in real time from remote sites, or to take online courses. 
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Inquiry Based Learning: Students explore problems or scenarios; could include small scale 
investigations or projects; helps develop content knowledge, problem solving, and/or 
reasoning. Students are not given established facts, focuses on student discovery; teacher is 
facilitator. 

Learning Centers: Designated classroom areas where students partake in specific learning 
activities 

Lecture: Delivery of information to a group by the teacher-teacher-controlled 

Nonlinguistic Representations: Students acquire and retain knowledge through visual imagery, 
kinesthetic activity, auditory experiences, and so forth. Students may create concept maps, idea 
webs, dramatizations, or computer simulations to represent their thinking. 

Peer Evaluation: Instructional activities, such as peer review, peer assessment, peer tutoring, 
and peer editing, designed to give students real responsibility to assess and provide feedback 

Project Based Learning: A teaching method that requires students to use knowledge and skills 
they have acquired or need to develop to solve a real-world problem through an extended 
inquiry process 

Question/Answer: An expression of inquiry that calls for a reply 

Similarities/Differences: Students identify similarities and differences using or creating 
comparisons, classifications, metaphors, or analogies 

Student Presentations: Students present projects, experiences, or discoveries to their 
classmates in a formal setting 

Summarizing/Note Taking: Students learn to identify the most important aspects of what they 
are learning by taking notes or summarizing material 

 
Engagement 
Student Active Engaged Learning (6): Students are engaged in higher order learning. Examples 
include: authentic project work, cooperative learning, hands-on learning, problem-based 
learning, demonstrations, and research. 

Student Learning Conversations (5): Students are engaged in active conversations that 
construct knowledge and develop further understanding. Conversations may have been teacher 
stimulated but are not teacher dominated. 

Teacher-Led Instruction (4): Students are attentive to teacher-led and/or student-led learning 
experiences such as lecture, question and answer, teacher giving directions, video instruction 
with teacher interaction, and student presentations (ONLY if ALL students are providing 
feedback to the presenters in some format.) Discussion may occur, but instruction and ideas 
come primarily from the teacher. 

Student Work with Teacher Engaged (3): Teacher assistance and/or support is evident. 
Students are doing independent seatwork. Examples include: working on worksheets, book 
work, tests, videos, etc. with teacher support. 
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Student Work with Teacher Not Engaged (2): Teacher assistance and/or support is not evident. 
Students are doing independent seatwork. Examples include: working on worksheets, book 
work, tests, videos, etc. without teacher support. 
Complete Disengagement (1): Students are not engaged in learning directly related to the 
curriculum. Teacher is not working with students. Opportunities for learning are not provided 
by the teacher. Teacher is engaged in conversations not related to the curriculum. 
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Depth of Knowledge 
Depth of Knowledge Recall: Generally requires students to identify, list, or define facts, terms, 
concepts, trends, generalizations and theories. If the knowledge necessary to answer an item 
automatically provides the answer to the item, then the item is Level 1. Simple; one-step 

 
Depth of Knowledge Skill Concept: Generally requires students to USE information or 
conceptual knowledge. For example, students may contrast or compare people, places, events 
and concepts; convert information from one form to another; give an example; classify or sort 
items into meaningful categories; describe, interpret or explain issues and problems, patterns, 
reasons, cause and effect, significance or impact, relationships, points of view or processes. 
More complex; more than one step 

Depth of Knowledge Strategic Thinking: Generally requires students to use reasoning and to 
develop a plan or a sequence of steps. Students go beyond explaining or describing “how and 
why” to justifying the “how and why” through application and evidence. Items at Level 3 
include drawing conclusions; citing evidence; applying concepts to new situations; using 
concepts to solve problems; analyzing similarities and differences in issues and problems; 
proposing and evaluating solutions to problems; recognizing and explaining misconceptions or 
making connections across time and place to explain a concept or big idea. Complex and 
abstract; more demanding reasoning; more than one possible answer 

Depth of Knowledge Extended Thinking: Generally requires the complex reasoning of Level 3 
with the addition of planning, investigating, or developing that will most likely require an 
extended period of time. The extended time period is NOT a distinguishing factor if the required 
work is only repetitive and does not require significant conceptual understanding and higher- 
order thinking. A Level 4 performance will require students to make several connections from 
multiple sources, relate ideas within the content area or among content areas, and select or 
devise one approach among many alternatives on how the situation can be solved. Extended 
activity with extended time provided 
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Observation Form 
 

Name:                                                                  School:                                                                                                 Date: 

Grade:                                                                  Subject:                                                                                                Time: 

Part of the Lesson:             Beginning         Middle               End 

 
Strategies and 

Delivery 
Methods 

Select those that apply 

Student Engagement 
Student Active Engaged Learning (6) 

Student Learning Conversations (5) 

Teacher-Led Instruction (4) 

Student Work with the Teacher Engaged (3) 

Student Work with the Teacher NOT Engaged (2) 

Complete Disengagement (1) 

Depth of Knowledge 
Extended Thinking (4) 
Strategic Thinking (3) 

Skill Concept (2) Recall 
(1) 

Not Observed (0) 

Curriculum/Instruction/Observed 
 Taught curriculum matches 

written curriculum 
Objectives & DOK Align 
Accessible Materials 

Clear Learning Targets 

Technology Integrated 

Knowledgeable about the 

content 
 

Learning Assessments Observed 

Provides Specific/Timely Feedback 

Question/Answer 

Quiz or Test 

Group Response 
Individual Response 

Conferencing 

Observation 

Students assessing their own work 

None 
 

Learning Environment 

Conducive to Learning 

Somewhat Conducive 

Not Conducive 

Disruptive Behavior 

Off Task Behavior 

Lack of Organization 

Advanced/Graphic 
Organizers 

  

Classroom Discussion   
Cooperative Learning   
Group Work   
Guided Practice   
Hands On/Active   
Independent Student 
Work 

  

Inquiry Based Learning   
Learning Centers   
Lecture   
Nonlinguistic   
Peer Evaluation   
Project Based Learning   
Question/Answer   
Similarities/Differences   
Student Presentations   
Summarizing/Note 
Taking 

  

Observations: 

Feedback: 

 
 

 
Teacher’s Signature/Date Observer’s Signature/Date 

 
Signatures indicate the document has been reviewed and discussed. 



 

 

Feedback Form 
Use to document 30 second and 5 minute feedback only. 

 

 
 

Name: School:  Date: 

Grade: 
 

Part of the Lesson: 

Subject: 
 

 Beginning  Middle 

 
 

 End 

Time: 

 

Observed Quality Indicator (OPTIONAL): 
 

Observations: 
 

 
 
 
 

Feedback: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Teacher’s Signature/Date Observer’s Signature/Date 
 

Signatures indicate the document has been reviewed and discussed. 



 

 

Educator Growth Plan 
(Based on the Data Team Process Model) 

 
 
 

Professional Growth Plan for       
Name Date School Subject Academic Year 

 
Identify Indicator:  

Standard Number and Name Quality Indicator Number and Name 
 

Briefly describe why this indicator was selected 
(Include whether this indicator aligns to a CSIP 
and/or BIP improvement goal) 

 
1. FOCUS 

Based on evidence generated from the growth guide, determine strengths and a key 
opportunity for growth. This opportunity for growth then becomes the priority – the FOCUS – 
for your growth plan. 

2.    GOAL 

Create a goal statement addressing the FOCUS. This goal statement should include these essential 
qualities: specific, measureable, achievable, relevant, and timely. What will be the result indicators? 

  

3.    STRATEGY 

Describe the specific strategy(ies) to be implemented that will address the goal statement. 
This strategy should provide the best plan for effectively addressing the FOCUS and include 
clear action steps and timeline. 

4.    RESULTS 

What was the outcome of the strategy? Based on progress monitoring, provide the data that 
supports that the outcome of the strategy has effectively addressed the FOCUS. 

  

 
 

 
Signature of Teacher Signature of Evaluator Baseline Score Follow-Up Score Growth Score 



 

 

 
 
 

Teacher: 

Growth Plan Feedback Form  
 

Date: 
 

School:      
 

Subject:     
 

Academic Year: 
 

 
 

Standard # 

Quality Indicator # 

Date of Observation: 

Principal Comments: Overall Performance 
Rating 

 

Emerging 0  1  2 
 

Developing 3   4 
 

Proficient 5   6 
 

Distinguished 7 

Teacher  Comments: 

Date of Observation: 

Principal Comments: Overall Performance 
Rating 

 

Emerging 0  1  2 
 

Developing 3   4 
 

Proficient 5   6 
 

Distinguished 7 

Teacher  Comments: 

Date of Observation: 

Principal Comments: Overall Performance 
Rating 

 
Emerging 0  1  2 

 

Developing 3   4 
 

Proficient 5   6 
 

Distinguished 7 

Teacher  Comments: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Teacher’s Signature/Date Observer’s Signature/Date 
Signatures indicate the document has been reviewed and discussed. 



 

 
 
 

Improvement Plan for: 

Identify Indicator: 

 

Educator Improvement Plan 
Initial Conference 

 
 

Name Date School Subject Academic Year 
 
 
Standard number and name Quality Indicator number and name 

 

Rationale: Describe why improvement on this 
performance indicator is required 

 
 

 
1. IMPROVEMENT TARGET 

State specifically the improvement required based on the performance 
indicator referenced above. 

2. SPECIFIC STRATEGIES 

Create a goal statement addressing the IMPROVEMENT TARGET. This goal 
statement should include essential, measureable qualities. 

  

3. BENCHMARKS AND TIMELINES 

Describe the specific benchmarks and/or relevant timelines that will 
demonstrate growth or completion of the improvement target. 

4. MEASURES 

Describe the measures providing evidence that the improvement target 
has been accomplished or adequately addressed 

  

 
Initial Evaluation Signature (teacher signature indicates knowledge of the report, not necessarily agreement) 

 
 
 
 

Signature of Teacher/Leader Date Signature of Evaluator Date 
 

 

***All Improvement Plans will be completed in conjunction with the Asst. Supt. of Human Resources.*** 



 

Educator Improvement Plan 
Follow-up Observation & Meeting 

 
Date:     

 

 
NOTES ON PROGRESS 

Using the timeline set during the Initial Evaluation, determine progress to date towards achieving each benchmark and accomplishing improvement targets. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Follow-up Meeting Signature (teacher signature indicates knowledge of the report, not necessarily agreement) 

 
 
 
 

Signature of Teacher/Leader Date Signature of Evaluator Date 
 
 
 
 
 

***All Improvement Plans will be completed in conjunction with the Asst. Supt. of Human Resources.*** 



 

 
Teacher Evaluation Summative Report 

 

Teacher: Probationary Permanent Date: 

School: Subject: Academic Year: 
 

 

Standard 1: Content Knowledge Aligned with Appropriate Instruction 
Meets Expectations or is 

making adequate progress 

**Does not meet 
expectations and/or is not 
making adequate progress 

Teacher effectively plans for the delivery of the essential content of the discipline 

Subject matter learning activities are meaningful and engaging for students 

Students demonstrate mastery and application of content 

  

Standard 1 Comments: 

 

Standard 2: Student Learning Growth and Development 
Meets Expectations or is 

making adequate progress 

**Does not meet 
expectations and/or is not 
making adequate progress 

Teacher uses theories and student information to design meaningful lessons 

Teacher’s instructional strategies use current theories of growth and development 

Students’ level of growth and development is the foundation for new learning 

  

Standard 2 Comments: 

 

Standard 3: Curriculum Implementation 
Meets Expectations or is 

making adequate progress 

**Does not meet 
expectations and/or is not 
making adequate progress 

Teacher designs lessons aligned with state (Common Core) and district standards 

Teacher facilitates student learning based on state and district standards 

Students master essential learning objectives based on state and district standards 

  

Standard 3 Comments: 
 

Standard 4: Critical Thinking 
Meets Expectations or is 

making adequate progress 

**Does not meet 
expectations and/or is not 
making adequate progress 

Teacher lesson design and use of instructional resources promotes critical thinking 

Teacher’s instructional strategies promote critical thinking and problem-solving 

Students demonstrate their ability to think critically and problem-solve 

  

Standard 4 Comments: 

 

Standard 5: Positive Classroom Environment 
Meets Expectations or is 

making adequate progress 

**Does not meet 
expectations and/or is not 
making adequate progress 

The rules, routines and structures create an environment conducive to learning 

Teacher’s strategies create a positive classroom environment conducive to learning 

Students are self-directed, exhibit positive relationships and are engaged in learning 

  

Standard 5 Comments: 
 

Standard 6: Effective Communication 
Meets Expectations or is 

making adequate progress 

**Does not meet 
expectations and/or is not 
making adequate progress 

Non-verbal communication (written/electronic) is effective, correct and appropriate 

Teacher demonstrates correct and appropriate communication 

Students exhibit correct and appropriate communication 

  

Standard 6 Comments: 

 

Standard 7: Student Assessment and Data Analysis 
Meets Expectations or is 

making adequate progress 

**Does not meet 
expectations and/or is not 
making adequate progress 

Maintains accurate data on each student’s progress based on multiple data points 

Teacher effectively collects and uses student data to inform and improve instruction 

Students are knowledgeable of their own progress and plan personal learning goals 

  

Standard 7 Comments: 



 

 
 

Standard 8: Self-Assessment and Improvement 
Meets Expectations or is 

making adequate progress 

**Does not meet 
expectations and/or is not 
making adequate progress 

Maintains a professional growth to document the application of new knowledge and skills 

Teacher engages in professional learning to improve practice and increase student learning 

Teacher follows district policies and procedures regarding ethical practices & responsibilities 

Teacher maintains positive relationships with students, staff, parents, patrons, 

administrators, and supervisors. 

  

Standard 8 Comments: 

 

Standard 9: Professional Collaboration 
Meets Expectations or is 

making adequate progress 

**Does not meet 

expectations and/or is not 

making adequate progress 

Teacher engages with colleagues to promote the district/school vision, mission and goals 

Teacher works collaboratively regarding improvements in student learning and well-being 

  

Standard 9 Comments: 

**A “Does Not Meet Expectations” rating on a standard results in an Improvement Plan for that area. 
 
 

Growth Opportunities Academic Year: 
 

Indicator and 
Rationale 

Baseline 
Assessment 

Goal 
(Target related to selected indicator) 

Results 
(Outcome of implemented strategies) 

Follow-Up 
Assessment 

 
#1 

Emerging (0-2) 

0 1 2 

  Emerging (0-2) 

0 1 2 

Developing (3-4) 

3 4 

Developing (3-4) 

3 4 

Proficient (5-6) 

5 6 

Proficient (5-6) 

5 6 

Distinguished (7) 

7 

Distinguished (7) 

7 

 
#2 

Emerging (0-2) 

0 1 2 

  Emerging (0-2) 

0 1 2 

Developing (3-4) 

3 4 

Developing (3-4) 

3 4 

Proficient (5-6) 

5 6 

Proficient (5-6) 

5 6 

Distinguished (7) 

7 

Distinguished (7) 

7 

 
#3 

Emerging (0-2) 

0 1 2 

  Emerging (0-2) 

0 1 2 

Developing (3-4) 

3 4 

Developing (3-4) 

3 4 

Proficient (5-6) 

5 6 

Proficient (5-6) 

5 6 

Distinguished (7) 

7 

Distinguished (7) 

7 



 

Overall Teacher Rating 
 

Years in Position  1 2 3 4 
 
 

0-2 

  
Multiple Areas of Concern 

Or 
Indicator Rating 0 

 
1 Area of Concern 

Or 
Indicator Rating 1 

 
No Areas of Concern 

And 
Indicator Ratings 2-3 

 
No Areas of Concern 

And 
Indicator Ratings 4-7 

 
 

3-5 

  
Multiple Areas of Concern 

Or 
Indicator Ratings 0-2 

 
1 Area of Concern 

Or 
Indicator Rating 3 

 
No Areas of Concern 

And 
Indicator Ratings 4-5 

 
No Areas of Concern 

And 
Indicator Ratings 6-7 

 
 

6-10 

  
Multiple Areas of Concern 

Or 
Indicator Ratings 0-3 

 
1 Area of Concern 

Or 
Indicator Rating 4 

 
No Areas of Concern 

And 
Indicator Ratings 5-6 

 
No Areas of Concern 

And 
Indicator Rating 7 

 
 

Over 10 

  
Multiple Areas of Concern 

Or 
Indicator Ratings 0-4 

 
1 Area of Concern 

Or 
Indicator Rating 5 

 
No Areas of Concern 

And 
Indicator Rating 6 

 
No Areas of Concern 

And 
Indicator Rating 7 

 

 
is rated as for the school year. 

Teacher’s Name Effectiveness Rating 

 

 
Overall Comments: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Recommend for Re-Employment 

Develop a new or revised growth plan based on new indicators 
or a continuation of the same indicators. 

Develop an improvement plan linked to indicators. This 
must include specific target dates and timelines that must be 
met in order for re-employment to continue. 

Do Not Recommend for Re-Employment 

 
 

Teacher’s Signature Date Evaluator’s Signature Date 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Possible Sources of 

Evidence 
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Professional Frames of the Teacher 
 
 

Personnel Files & Records 
•Credentials 
•License 

•Certificate 
•PO Plan 

•Hiring protocol 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

•Lesson Plan 
•Lesson Design 

•Learning objectives 
•Appropriate resources 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Student Performance Measures 
•Benchmark data 
•Observable behaviors 

•Projects/portfolios 
•Standardized tests 

 

Observations 
•Using Strategies 

•Rapport Noice tone 
•Class management 

•Awareness 
•Organizing 

 

 
 
 
 

Applied Learning 
•New Strategies 

•Data use 
•Research use 

•Monitor impact 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student Feedback  on the Learning Experience 

•Surveys/questionnaires 
•Questions in class 

•Classroom behavior 
•Focus groups 
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Possible Sources of Evidence 

 
Standard 1: Content knowledge, including varied perspectives, aligned with appropriate instruction. 

 
The teacher understands the central concepts, structures, and tools of inquiry of the discipline(s) and creates learning experiences that make these 
aspects of subject matter meaningful and engaging for students. 

 

 
 
 
• Lesson/unit plan 

• Learning activities plan 

• Student learning expectations 

• Student learning objectives 

• Lesson design 
 
 
 
• Builds student background knowledge utilizing a 

variety of global perspectives 

• Uses and facilitates academic language acquisition 

• Incorporates new research-based content 
information into instruction 

• Uses instructional and engagement strategies 
 
 

 
• Observation verification of student mastery 

• Student work samples 

• Student portfolios 

• Student feedback/comments 

• Student assessment data 

• Student reflection/journals 

• IEP Performance/growth reports 

Professional Commitment 
• Tiered/differentiated lessons/units 

• Homework assignments and guiding 
instructions 

• Flexible grouping plans 

• Parent/guardian outreach 

• Bulletin boards 

Professional Practice 
• Facilitates student enrichment activities 

• Uses tiered differentiated learning 
opportunities 

• Uses flexible grouping 

• Draws from multiple content sources 

• Encourages student responsibility and 
articulates clear student expectations 

Professional Impact 
• Student discussions/questions 

• Non-academic records of individual progress 
(class participation, engagement, motivation, 
behavior, etc.) 

• Academic records of individual student progress 

• Student completion data on 
homework/projects 

• Performance assessments 

 
 
• Research integration plan 

• Praxis scores 

• Agenda/meeting notes from grade level/content 
area team 

• IEP Conferences/reports 
 
 
 
• Facilitates student directed learning activities 

• Engages students in inquiry/research experiences 

• Implements interdisciplinary learning experiences 

• Facilitates student action to address relevant real- 
world issues from a global perspective 

 

 
 
 
 
• Data on academic vocabulary use 

• Structured interviews with students 

• Student engagement and participation 

• Student and/or parent survey results 

• Student products/projects 

• Parent/community attendance at school functions 
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Possible Sources of Evidence 
 

Standard 2: Student Learning, Growth and Development 
 

The teacher understands how students learn, develop and differ in their approaches to learning. The teacher provides learning opportunities that are 
adapted to diverse learners and support the intellectual, social, and personal development of all students. 

 

 

Professional Commitment 
• Student assessment data 

• Lesson/unit plans 

• Substitute teacher plan 

• Bulletin board(s) 

• Posted behavioral norms/class 
procedures 

• Student work/rubric displays 

• Structured teacher interviews 

• Student/parent survey 

• Research documentation log 

• Instructional records 

• Professional growth plans 

• Personnel file 

• Flexible grouping plans 

• Rubrics/scoring guides 

• Self reflection 

• Student inventories - interest, 
learning style, multiple intelligence, 
developmental 

• Observation 

• Tiered/differentiated lessons/units 

• Communications 

• Educational environment 

• Agenda - collaborative meeting 

• IEP conferences/reports 

• Counselor reports 

• Professional learning 

Professional Practice 
• Maintains individual student 

records and assessment data 

• Monitors individual student 
growth 

• Uses assessment data to make 
informed instructional and/or 
assessment decisions 

• Demonstrates knowledge and 

understanding of individual 

student backgrounds'/ 

demographics/academic 

growth/learning profiles 

• Designs and implements student 

need-based instruction 

• Applies learning theories to the 
design of instruction 

• Plans and implements culturally 
responsive lessons 

• Connects instruction to students' 
background knowledge and 
experiences 

• Facilitates student long- and 

short-term goal setting 

• Provides differentiated learning 

activities 

• Modifies instruction based on a 

determined need (i.e. student 

learning, research, etc.) 

• Promotes student cooperative 
learning and collaboration 

• Implements research-based 

instruction 

• Makes "in the moment" instructional 
decisions/changes 

• Provides focused, objective, relevant, 
valid, specific, and purposeful 
feedback to students 

• Creates a safe risk-free learning 

environment 

• Demonstrates a respectful regard for 

each student 

• Models and/or shares with 
colleagues 

• Assists/Coaches colleagues 

• Mentors new teachers 

• Reflects on practice 

• Uses student/parent surveys to 
inform educator practice 

• Communicates respectfully with 

students, parents, guardians, 

community members, colleagues, 

and other school staff 

• Engages in community activities 

Professional Impact 
• Observation verification of 

student mastery 

• Student work samples 

• Student planners 

• Student assessment data 

• Student reflection/journals 

• Student inventories 

• Student /parent 
feedback/comments 

• Student and/or parent survey 
results 

• Structured interviews with 
students 

• Student products/projects 

• Performance assessments 

• IEP Performance/growth reports 

• Non-academic records of individual 
progress (class participation, 
engagement, motivation, behavior, 
etc.) 

• Academic records of individual student 
progress 
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Possible Sources of Evidence 
 

Standard 3: Curriculum Implementation 
 

The teacher recognizes the importance of long-range planning and curriculum development. The teacher develops, implements, and evaluates 
curriculum based upon student, district and state standards data. 

 
Professional Commitment 

• Lesson plans/unit plans 

• Adjusted lesson/unit plans 

• Lesson design 

• Classroom activities 

• Planned learning experiences 

• Curriculum maps 

• Goals/Expectations/Essential 

learning outcomes 

• Teacher reflections 

• Professional learning 

presentations 

• Homework assignments 

• Presentations to colleagues 

• Peer conversations, discussions, 
comments, reflections, etc. 

Professional Practice 
• Makes informed curriculum 

decisions 

• Incorporates state and district 

curriculum into learning activities 

• Develops curriculum-aligned 

instructional strategies and 

interventions 

• Uses differentiated instructional 

strategies 

• Evaluates the effectiveness of 

instructional strategies 

• Adjusts goals, instruction and time 

based on identified learning gaps 

• Modifies instructional strategies 

and content based on learner 

needs 

• Implements learning activities 

focused on the needs of diverse 

learners 

• Collects data on diverse learning 

needs to provide direction for 

future lessons 

• Delivers effective instruction 

aligned to state and district 

curriculum standards 

• Utilizes specific learning activities 

to address curriculum objectives 

• Integrates resources that enhance 

instruction and support diverse 

learners 

• Uses data to evaluate the 

effectiveness of instructional 

strategies 

• Models and shares with 

colleagues (formally and 

informally) 

• Serves on curricular review 

committees 

• Assists/Coaches colleagues 

Professional Impact 
• Student/Parent feedback 

• Student/Parent survey perceptual 
data results 

• Student journals/reflections 

• Student structured interviews 
• Student- lead parent conferences 

• Student tracked record of 

individual progress 

• Observation/examples of student 
learning needs being met 
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Possible Sources of Evidence 
 

Standard 4: Critical Thinking 
 

The teacher uses a variety of instructional strategies to encourage students’ critical thinking, problem solving, and performance skills including 
technological resources. 

 

Professional Commitment 
• Lesson plans/unit plans 

• Lesson design 

• Planned resource list including 
technology resources 

• Instructional strategies list 

• Planned Cooperative learning 

strategies (list) 

• Plans for projects and activities 

• Student learning expectations 

• Flexible grouping plans 

• Professional reading/research 

documentation 

Professional Practice 
• Selects and utilizes 

developmentally appropriate 

instructional resources including 

technology 

• Adapts instructional resources to 

promote complex thinking and 

technology skills attainment 

• Selects instructional strategies 

that promote critical thinking skills 

and are aligned to instructional 

goals. 

• Implements learning activities 

focused on higher order thinking 

and problem-solving skills 

• Utilizes cooperative learning 

strategies that promote 

collaborative learning 

• Utilizes class debates and other 

methods requiring students to 

defend their thinking and 

solutions 

• Uses independent, collaborative 

and whole-class learning 

situations 

• Uses effective questioning 

techniques to expand student 

critical thinking skills, to consider 

multiple solutions, and defend 

their own thinking. 

• Designs open-ended 

projects/activities promoting 

complex thinking and technology 

skills including multiple solutions 

and innovations 

• Provides frequent opportunities 

for students to use critical thinking 

and problem solving 

• Uses advanced instructional 

techniques to create a high level 

of student achievement 

• Overall effectiveness is enhanced 

through the use of instructional 

resources and technology 

• Serves as a resource providing 

collegial support and modeling 

Professional Impact 
• Student work/projects 

• Observation of student 

participation in collaborative 

learning activities 

• Observation/examples of student 

directed inquiry and problem 

• Performance assessments data 

• Technology literacy inventories 

• Student assessment data 

• Student questions/discussions 

(higher level questions) 

• Student presentations/ 

research/reports 

• Student application/use of 

technology tools - 

demonstrations, projects, 

products, etc. 

• Student feedback/comments 

• Student reflection/journals 

• Student structured interviews 

• Anecdotal data and formative 

evaluations 

• Students products/projects 

showing application of learning 

documenting the ability to in 

analyze, synthesize, interpret and 

create original products 

• Non-instructional records of 

individual student progress 

(participation, engagement, 

motivation, behavior, etc.) 

• Demonstration/examples that 

students are able to explain their 

reasoning 

• Observations or examples of 

students ability to pose and 

answer own questions pursuant to 

learning objectives 
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Possible Sources of Evidence 
 

Standard 5: Positive Classroom Environment 
 

The teacher uses an understanding of individual and group motivation and behavior to create a learning environment that encourages active 
engagement in learning, positive social interaction, and self-motivation. 

 
Professional Commitment 

• Posted classroom procedures/routines 

• Classroom norms 

• Parent/community outreach 

Professional Practice 
• Designs classroom routines and 

procedures 

• Communicates classroom 
routines, procedures, and 
expectations for behavior to 
parents/guardians 

• Uses motivation and engagement 
strategies in the classroom 

• Organizes classroom and routines 
with regard to management of 
time, space, transitions and 
activities 

• Maintains student engagement by 
managing time, space, transitions 
and activities 

• Self-reflects on the effectiveness 
of motivation and engagement 
strategies 

• Uses effective classroom 
management techniques 
preserving instructional time 

• Engages in practices to learn the 
culture of the school and 
community 

• Work with students and parents 
to build a positive, supportive 
classroom culture 

• Engages in ongoing assessment of 
how the classroom environment is 
impacted by the culture of the 
school and community 

• Adapts strategies to address 
unique student behaviors 

• Attends community and school 
events 

• Gathers and implements new 
research-based strategies for 
positively managing student 
behavior 

• Engages students in strategies to 
think about and provide input into 
building positive relationships and 
culture 

• Models, coaches, or shares with 
colleagues strategies to address 
student behavior 

Professional Impact 
• Observation/examples of Student 

feedback/comments 

• Students respond to teacher 
prompts (observable) 

• Student to student and student to 
teacher interactions are positive 
(observable verbal and non-verbal 
cues) 

• Classroom discipline/incident 
report analysis trend data 

• Parent/community outreach and 
engagement summary 

• Completed homework/projects 
trend data 

• Student reflections/journal data 

• Students/parents survey summary 
data 

• Students quickly respond to the 
teacher’s cues and prompts 

• Students maintain high levels of 
engagement 

• Students understand expectations 
and automatically follow the 
procedures, routines, and norms-- 
self directed 

• Non-instructional records of 
individual student progress 
(participation, engagement, 
motivation, behavior, etc.) 

• Students participate in forming 
the classroom environment 

• Staff survey 

• Attendance data 

• IEP reports 
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Possible Sources of Evidence 
 

Standard 6:   Effective Communication 
 

The teacher models effective verbal, nonverbal, and media communication techniques with students, colleagues and parents to foster active inquiry, 
collaboration, and supportive interaction in the classroom. 

 

Professional Commitment 
• Posted communications - bulletin 

boards, norms, routines, 
procedures, etc. 

• Parent/community outreach 
materials 

• Lesson plans/activities 

• Email, newsletters, memos, 
websites, announcements, 
reports, etc. 

• Student assignments/Instructions 

• Strategies for ELL Students 

• Samples of effective 
communication 

• Grade level/content area team 
meeting notes and agendas 

• Professional development 
presentations and materials 

Professional Practice 
• Uses correct grammar in 

classroom communication and 
materials 

• Promotes sensitivity to cultural, 
gender, intellectual, physical and 
emotional differences in 
communication 

• Uses technology and media 
communication tools to engage 
students 

• Facilitates positive and correct 
student communication 

• Uses a variety of different 
strategies to enhance student 
literacy skills 

• Provides many opportunities for 
students to practice effective 
communication 

• Extends communication 
opportunities for students outside 
of the classroom 

• Provides focused, objective, 
relevant, specific and purposeful 
feedback to students 

• Uses strategies to assess the 
impact of their communication 

• Communicates effectively with 
students, families, colleagues and 
others 

• Enhances student literacy skills 
with impact beyond the classroom 

• Facilitates student use of 
technology and media 
communication tools 

• Assists other colleagues with 
effective, correct communication 

• Models and shares technology 
and media communication tools 
to enhance student learning 

• Serves as a resource for building 
student literacy skills 

Professional Impact 
• Student activities 

• Performance assessments 

• Student feedback/comments 

• Student reflection/journals 

• Formative assessment data 

• Student work samples, portfolios, 
writing, etc. show correct 
communication 

• Student expression (observation) 

• Student self-assessment 
(observation or student work) 

• Student data 

• Student discussions 

• Students selection and use of 
technology and media 
(observation, demonstration, or 
work sample) 

• Non-instructional records of 
individual student progress 

• Peer assistance data 

• Antidotal data of student 
expression 

• Staff survey 
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Possible Sources of Evidence 
 

Standard 7: Student Assessment and Data Analysis 
 

The teacher understands and uses formative and summative assessment strategies to assess the learner’s progress, uses assessment data to plan 
ongoing instruction, monitors the performance of each student and devises instruction to enable students to grow and develop. 

 
Professional Commitment 

• Unit instructional plan including 
assessment 

• Tiered/differentiated lesson 
designs 

• Tiered/differentiated assessments 

• Lessons/units amended based on 
data analysis (examples of both) 

• Example of analysis of student 
learning needs 

• Formal/information assessments 

• Instructional/assessment record 
management system 

• Scoring guides/rubrics 

• Student progress reports 

• Examples of 
communication/feedback to 
students about their 
work/progress 

• Communication logs to 
parents/guardians 

• Sample parent response sheets 

• Parent/guardian communication 
examples 

• Presentation materials 

• Professional development 
attendance record/sign-in sheet 

• Mentor log 

• Grade level/content area meeting 
notes and agenda 

• Building/district professional 
learning community log/agenda 

Professional Practice 
• Uses a variety of formal/informal 

methods of assessment 

• Utilizes individual student 
assessment data to plan 
differentiated learning activities 

• Maintains a comprehensive 
instructional/assessment system 
charting individual student growth 
and performance 

• Designs, develops, and/or utilizes 
pre and post tests to identify prior 
knowledge and chart progress 

• Reviews student trend data 

• Communicates clearly to students 
the learning goals (rubrics/scoring 
guides) 

• Utilizes observation data to 
modify instruction and monitor 
impact 

• Communicates student progress 
to parents/guardians using 
performance and behavior data 

• Assists students in charting their 
own progress and goal setting 

• Adjusts instruction to maximize 
student learning 

• Shares knowledge and expertise 
with colleagues 

• Models effective assessment 
practices to enhance individual 
and class achievement 

• Participates in data team training 
or works with mentor on data 
analysis 

Professional Impact 
• Samples of student directed goal 

statements 

• Samples of pre- and post 
assessments 

• Assessment data guides decisions 
about specific learning goals 

• Data information and assessment 
results 

• Samples of progress reports using 
concrete student data 

• Evidence of changed practice 

• Instructional records of individual 
student progress 

• Samples of students charting their 
own progress 

• Student work samples: projects, 
products, presentations, etc. 

• Running Records or Running 
Charts 

• Feedback from colleagues 

• Feedback from parents/guardians 

• Professional growth plan 

• Evidence of individual student 
growth/performance 

• Parent-teacher conference 
participation 

• Behavioral referral data 

• RTI, IEP, or 504 plan conference 
participation 
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Possible Sources of Evidence 
 

Standard 8: Professionalism 
 

The teacher is a reflective practitioner who continually assesses the effects of choices and actions on others.  The teacher actively seeks out 
opportunities to grow professionally in order to improve learning for all students. 

 

Professional Commitment 
• Lesson planning 

• Evaluation data 

• Professional development request 
list 

• Mentor log/agenda/notes 

• List of resources 

• Posted procedures/policies 

• Professional growth plan 

• New student activities 

• Behavior management plans and 
lesson plans 

• Attendance data, classroom rules, 
etc. 

• Coaching/Modeling log 

• Presentation artifacts – agenda, 
hand outs, video 

• Building/District committee 
Participation - preparation and 
documentation (professional 
development, PLC, etc.) 

• Professional Membership and /or 
committee leadership 
(documentation) 

• Professional development 
attendance log/artifacts 

• Regional or State Committee 
participation (documentation) 

• Meeting log, agenda, and notes 
supporting participation on data 
team, grade-level, vertical team or 
other 

• Reflective journal 

Professional Practice 
• Demonstrates the capacity to 

reflect on and improve their own 
practice 

• Uses new learning to positively 
benefit student learning 

• Shares new knowledge and 
expertise with colleagues 

• Actively pursues professional 
development and learning 
opportunities 

• Creates, evaluates, and procures 
resources for professional 
development 

• Builds expertise and experience to 
assume different instructional or 
leadership roles 

• Collaborates with colleagues on a 
wide range of tasks and 
committees 

• Participates in school-wide 
decision making 

• Serves as an active member on 
the school improvement planning 
committee 

• Participates or chairs the 
Professional Development 
Committee 

• Serves as a mentor, model or 
coach for colleagues 

• Maintains all required 
documentation 

• Follows school and district policies 
and procedures 
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Possible Sources of Evidence 
 

Standard 9: Professional Collaboration 
 

The teacher has effective working relationships with students, parents, school colleagues, and community members. 

 
Professional Commitment 

• Mentor log 

• Vision, mission and goals posted 
or accessible 

• Professional Growth Plan 

• School services and needs 

• Professional learning log (PD, 
research, journal articles, etc.) 

• Newsletters 

• Parent/Community activities 
planned 

• Professional Development 
Committee member or Chair - 
documentation of participation 

• Participates in professional 
learning community structure and 
meetings (meeting/ attendance 
log; meeting notes; documented 
discussions/recommendations) 

• Student activity sponsor log 

• Parent/community contact log 

• Attendance at school-wide 
functions (concerts, plans, family 
reading nights, sports events, etc.) 
- log 

• Mentor training log 

• Reflective journal 

• Documented strategies for 
parent/community outreach 

• Example student, parent, 
colleague, and community surveys 

• Documentation of leadership 
roles 

• Various meetings - notes and 
agendas 

• Documented recommendations 
or changes 

• Participate in parent conferences, 
parent-teacher organizations, etc. 
(log or documentation) 

Professional Practice 
• Builds relationships with 

colleagues 

• Participates as a member of the 
professional learning community 
within the school 

• Assists with assessing the progress 
or revising the mission, vision and 
goals 

• Advocates for changes that 
support student learning and well- 
being 

• Participates in school-wide 
activities and events (parent 
conferences, parent teacher org, 
etc.) 

• Serves as a mentor for colleagues 

• Implements and evaluates 
partnership strategies 

• Sponsors student activities 

• Creates school-community 
partnerships 

• Welcomes and encourages 
family/community classroom 
participation and support. 

• Collaborates with families to 
support student learning and 
development. 

• Engages in two-way culturally 
appropriate communication with 
families and communities 

• Serves as the point-of-contact or 
school-based resource in 
developing partnerships 

• Mentors and models strategies for 
outreach 

• Shares new information and 
learning with colleagues 

• Conducts meetings and learning 
sessions for parents /community 

• Provides opportunities for 
parents/community members to 
participate in classroom activities 


